We propose a new discretization scheme for solving ill-posed integral equations of the third kind. Combining this scheme with Morozov's discrepancy principle for Landweber iteration we show that for some classes of equations in such method a number of arithmetic operations of smaller order than in collocation method is required to approximately solve an equation with the same accuracy.
Introduction
In his fundamental papers on integral equations D. Hilbert 5] introduced the notion of integral equations of the rst, second, and of the third kind. A linear integral equation rx + Kx r(t)x(t) + (1) is said to be of the rst kind if r 0, of the second kind if r is a non-zero constant, and of the third kind if r is a function with zeros in its domain, otherwise the equation is equivalent to an equation of the second kind. If the function r is continuous and has a nite number of zeros, then the equation (1) is a special case of non-elliptic singular integral equations investigated by S.Pr ossdorf 11]. For above-mentioned function r with known zeros the approximate methods for solving integral equations (1) were proposed by N.S.Gabbasov (see, for example, 3]). But these methods are completely unusable if r is, for example, a characteristic function of a proper subset of positive measure. Moreover, as indicated in 12], if for each neighbourhood V of zero the inverse r ?1 (V ) of V has positive measure, then the problem of solving the equation (1) is not well posed in the sense of J.Hadamard and regularization techniques are required for solving (1) . In our opinion it makes sense to apply the regularization methods, even though the function r has a nite number of zeros but we do not know theirs location.
Usually, the application of some regularization method is preceded by the discretization of the problem and there is a close connection between an amount of discrete information and the choice of the regularization parameter. The aim of this paper is to discuss this connection for the approximate solution of ill-posed equations (1) . Moreover, some estimate for the number of arithmetic operations required in order to reach xed accuracy " will be obtained too. 2 The discretization scheme Throughout this paper we shall consider the integral equations (1) 
It is well known that 6],p.81,82
where I is the identity operator and c is some absolute constant. Moreover, if jr 0 (t)j d then for any t 2 0; 1] jr(t) ? P m r(t)j 3dm ?1 :
(3) To construct an e cient method for discretizing ill-posed equations (1) we shall use a speci c "hyperbolic cross" approximation of the kernel function k(t; ). This means that instead of (1) we consider now the equation xP 2 n r + K n x = P 2 n y; Let now card(? n ) be the number of Fourier coe cientsk({; |) required to construct k n (t; ). It is easily veri ed that card(? n ) n2 n : As usual, we write T(u) S(u) if there are constants c; c 1 such that for all u belonging to the domain of de nition T(u); S(u)
cT ( 
taking part in the de nition of the equation (4) , then N disc 2 n+1 + card(? n ) n2 n : (6) The direct solution of (4) by means of some exact solution method for system of 2 n linear algebraic equations would take too many arithmetic operations, even when we assume for the moment that the solution of (4) exists and is unique. A more favorable way is the use of regularization methods which are degenerated by iteration procedures. In this paper we will consider the Landweber iteration x m;n = x m?1;n ? B n (B n x m?1;n ? P 2 n y); m = 1; 2; : : : ; x 0;n = 0; (7) where B n f = fP 2 nr + K n f; B n f = fP 2 nr + K n f;
Further examples of iterative methods are discussed in 13]. The number of iteration steps m acts as a regularization parameter and the usual discussion of rates of convergence of iterative methods for ill-posed equations is done under the assumption, that the exact solution x of (1) belongs to the range of operatpr jBj p for some p p 0 , where jBj p = (B B) p=2 and Bf(t) = r(t)f(t) + Kf(t): Therefore from now on we assume that the exact solution of (1) ful lls the smoothness property x = jBj p v; kvk (8) for some p p 0 1, and K 2 K 1 ; jr 0 (t)j d, In the following for class of such equations (1) 
where constant c depends on and d.
Proof: From the de nion of operator K n we nd
With an argument like that in the proof of Lemma 3.2 of 8] for K 2 K 1 we get the
Then by virtue of (2) we have
c2 ?n ( 1 + 2 ) + cn2 ?n cn2 ?n :
Using this bound and (3) we obtain the estimate
3d2 ?n + cn2 ?n cn2 ?n ; as claimed.
An appropriate discretization (4) and the number of iteration steps m in dependence of the predetermined order of accuracy O(") for k x ? x m;n k have to be chosen.
One of the most widely used strategies for choosing regularization parameter m which are also called "stopping rules" in literature is Morozov's discrepancy principle. We shall consider this discrepancy principle in the form tailored to the discretized version of Landweber iteration (7) for equations (1) 
Using (2), (10) (8), (10) 
If m > " ?2=p , the assertion of the theorem follows from (11) The theorem is proved. Corollary 2.1 Let N disc be an amount of discrete information (5) required to construct an approximate solution x m;n . From the Theorem 2.1 and (6) it follows that within the framework of discretization scheme (4) 
it su ces to perform no more than c2 n arithmetic operations on the coe cients g { and r({).
Proof. Note that g(t); P 2 nr(t) and f(t) are the constants on the dyadic intervals n;{ = { ? 1 2 n ; { 2 n ; { = 1; 2; : : : ; 2 n : Keeping in mind that (see 6],p.78) P 2 n'(t) = 2 n Z n;{ '( )d ; t 2 n;{ ; for any t 2 n;{ ; { = 1; 2; : : : ; 2 n ; we have P 2 n f(t) = 2 n R n;{ g( )P 2 nr( )d = = 2 n R n;{ g( )d 2 n R n;{ P 2 n r( )d = = P 2 n g(t)P 2 nr(t) = g(t)P 2 nr(t) = f(t): 
It is easy to see that using (16), (17) we can compute the averages g(n; {); r(n; {); i = 1; 2; : : : ; 2 n ; of functions g(t); r(t), and evaluating the whole set of these averages requires no more than c2 n arithmetic operations on the coe cients g | ;r(|).
If the averages g(n; {); r(n; {) are known then by virtue of (15) f(n; {) = g(n; {) r(n; {); i = 1; 2; : : : ; 2 n ; and evaluating the whole set of f(n; {) requires Proof. By virtue of (7) Remark. Let us assume that the equation (1) belongs to p 0 ; but the function r(t) has a nite number of known zeros. In this case the collocation method proposed in 3] can be applied. Within the framework of this method nding the approximate solution x n of (1) reduces to solving a system of O(n) linear algebraic equations. Moreover, from the Theorem 1 3] it follows that k x ? x n k = O 1 p n :
Then for guaranteeing accuracy " it is necessary to solve the system consisting of n " ?2 algebraic equations. To solve this system, for example, by Gaussian elimination it is necessary to perform N 1 n 3 " ?6 arithmetic operations. When N 1 is compared with estimation (18) it is apparent that for the class p 0 ; the scheme (4), (7) with stopping rule (9) is more economical than collocation method of 3].
Di erential Equations and Integral Equations of the Third Kind
Integral equations of the third kind are closely related to some singular problems in di erential equations.
Volterra Equations
Let A; B be (n; n)-matrices with entries a jk ; b jk and c an n-vector with entries c j , which are continuous resp. di erentiable real or complex functions. The system of linear ordinary di erential equations Ay 0 = By + c is a system of di erential-algebraic equations (see e. In the special case n = 1, Kress ( 7] , p.34) has shown, that a Volterra integral equation of the rst kind is equivalent to a Volterra integral equation of the second kind, if the kernel function does not vanish on the diagonal (k( ; ) 6 = 0 for all ).
If the kernel function has zeros on the diagonal, then this equation is equivalent to a Volterra equation of the third kind.
Fredholm Equations
Let L be a linear di erential operator with a continuous inverse T, let A; B; c be as above. Then the boundary problem L(Ay) = By + c is equivalent to the system of integral equations of the third kind Ay = TBy + Tc: In the case n = 1 and if a 11 has zeros, then we have boundary value problems with "regular" and with "irregular" singularities (see e. A The nite-dimensional realization of the general residue principle for Tikhonov regularization
In this appendix the discretized version of the general residue principle is studied and within the framework of this principle the discretization scheme of the form (4) where is a small positive number which is usually known.
To get an approximation to a solution of (19) we have to discretize the problem. The traditional approach to such discretization lies in the following. We choose some nite-dimensional operator T disc such that rankT disc = N and kT ? T disc k H!H " N , where " N depends on . Further, as the approximate solution of (19) we take the minimizer x disc of the so-called Tikhonov functional (T disc ; x) = kT disc x ? f k 2 + kxk 2 ; (20) where is the regularization parameter depending on . We may de ne x disc from the Euler equation for (20) x + T disc T disc x = T disc f ; (21) where the star denotes the adjoint operator. Note that the solution of (21) belongs to the Range(T disc ); dim Range(T disc ) = rank(T disc ) = N, and the nding an element x disc reduces to solving a system of N linear algebraic equations. The problem is now to choose the regularization parameter in dependence of in order to obtain the best possible order of accuracy with respect to as ! 0.
The usual discussion of the order of accuracy of solution techniques for ill-posed problems (19) is done under the assumption that the minimum norm solution x y lies in the range of (T T) ; > 0. where L is some linear operator acting from H r to H, and for n = 1; 2; : : : kI ? P n k H r !H = c r n ?r :
It will be assumed now that the operators T have some "smoothness". Namely, The standard approach to the discretization of the problem (19) lies in the application of the Galerkin method. This means that T disc = P n TP n :
With an arguments like that in the proof of Theorem 5. 5 5] we get the estimate sup T2H r kT ? P n TP n k H!H kI ? P n k H r !H n ?r :
Then from Theorem A.1 it follows that within the framework of the above mentioned standard approach (33 and with residue principle (23 we can guarantee the same order of accuracy of Tikhonov regularization as for non-discretized version (22 in the case when n ?1=r . Denote by Card(IP) the number of inner products of the form (e i ; Te j ) required to construct T disc . Then for standard approach (33) Card(IP) = n 2 ?2=r :
Now we combine the general residue principle (23) with "hyperbolic cross" approximation (4 When Lemma A.2 is compared with (34) it is apparent that within the framework of general residue principle (23) the discretization scheme (35) is more economical for T 2 H r than standard Galerkin scheme (33).
